
SUBJECTS TO WRITE ABOUT IN A BOOK

If you find that there's a positive response to your shorter-form eBook, this will give you the confidence to dig deeper into
your subject matter and write a full book.

This theme is especially popular in dystopian fiction. When they discover how the world is kept at peace, their
life changes forever. What adventures might be waiting? Salinger follows Holden Caulfield, a sixteen-year-old
boy dealing with teenage angst and rebellion in the s. When an unknown but distinct brand marking is
discovered between their shoulder blades, your character has to find out who they are and why they did it. You
can even write a powerful short story with a small prompt! And then there are the moments when I hit a wall.
Write about how your character had been studying their whole life. Write about traveling back in time to that
day. Telephone: Write about a phone call you recently received. In the Moment: Write about living in the
present moment. First Kiss: Write about your first kiss. Potion: Write about a magic potion. Every story has
themes â€” whether they're consciously explored or simmering under the surface â€” and the exploration of
different themes adds depth and layers to any story, especially if those themes are universal. Write about how
your character moves to a new town with hopes of finally settling into real adult life. However, I am sure that
you could create a book sharing your experiences and what lessons you have learned, no matter how modest
your trip is. Write about one of the pieces that speaks to you. Ultimately, the best cure for "blogger's block" is
to simply choose a topic, write a post, and hit publish. You can be the subject of your own documentary, and
your book can be the lab results. A multinational team â€” many scientists there. Battle: Write about an epic
battle, whether real, fictional or figurative. Gratitude: Write a poem or journal entry that is all about things you
are thankful for. Which book ideas are you interested in reading? Rushing: Write about moving quickly and
doing things fast. Your character is the engineer keeping the system running and when they uncover how it
works, they contemplate abandoning everything they know. You may not have the resources to devote your
life to travel, as he has been able to. What do you consider when developing your book ideas? Write about that
scene in the movie. Concrete: Write about walking down a sidewalk and what you see and experience. Write
about a character who survived an accident that killed one of their siblings. Grocery Shopping: Write about an
experience at the grocery store. Instead, they look it directly into its dark face and describe what they see on
the page. You can get these ten book ideas as a free download here. Now their roommate is hardly on their
mind. Take a moment to see what your actual reactions are. How to Write Fantasy Stories: Fantasy is a wildly
popular genre. Scientists have created a man-made atmosphere around the planet of Mars in order to make it
completely livable. Did you keep that promise? Word of the Day: Go to a dictionary website that has a word
of the day and use it in a poem, story or journal entry you write. Flying: Write about having wings and what
you would do. First, setup the collision. Your main character has worked their entire life to make their dreams
of curing cancer a reality.


